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THE POSSIBILITY OF NEARANODE PROCESS CONTROLLING
FOR PERSPECTIVE SPT MODELS
A.JAKUPOV*, S.KHARTOV*, L.LATYSHEV*
Abstract
The experimental results characteristic investigation of the SPT model
with varied acceleration channel length and with different methods of the
working medium injection is presented in the report. This work have been done
in order to clear the possibility of the processes in the nearanode zone
effective controlling and thruster efficiency increasing. Integral thruster
performances and local plasma parameters in the acceleration channel and
out of its cut, measurement data and discussion of the obtained results are given
in the report.

1. ACCELERATION CHANNEL LENGTH INFLUENCE TO
THE SPT INTEGRAL PERFORMANCES

I

The aims of this research program stage were the following:
* to obtain the influence of the acceleration channel length, setting by the anode-distributor
position, to the thruster integral performances;
* to investigate the operation peculiarities of the SPT model with short length accelerationE
channel;
* to compare the influence of the different working medium injection methods: radial andI
directed along the thruster's axis, to the thruster performances.
I
schematical
the
model,
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M-70
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SPT
The experiments have been done at
drawing of which is shown in the fig. . During the experiments the magnetic system and3
channel walls geometrical sizes were remained constant. The channel length L in the M-70KB
model was setting by the anode position. Except the cases, mentioned especially, the anodedistributor with radial working medium injection was used in the experiments.
The integral performances measurement in M-70 were done in the discharge potentialE
range Ud =120...400V under optimal (secure discharge current minimum) values of the
electromagnetic coils current. During the experiments the pressure in the vacuum chamber wal
not more than --6*10 3 Pa under working medium - Xe flow rate through anode mA =2,3 mg/s.
The thrust incorrect determination plays the main role in the integral parameters measurement
error. In this experimental series the torsion balance with the arm -lm and with the length of the
3-thread suspension -1,5 m was used. The necessary measurement accuracy with the error lessm
than 5% was achieved by the account of the measurement-method error decreasing and by
measurement number increasing.
I
thto
Lc
influence
In the first experimental series, the acceleration channel length
thruster integral performances was examined. The following Lc values: 25, 20, 14, 12 and 10
mm were chosen (fig. 1). The model tests showed, that anode-gas-distributor position relativel
the channel cut influences greatly to the accelerator operation process. In the diagram (fig.2"
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- 367-the values of the thrust efficiency and thrust cost for discharge potentials Ud = 160, 240 and 300V
under different acceleration channel lengths are given.
The measurement results of the integral performance show, that for the discharge
potentials Ud =300V under anode moving down to the cut and acceleration cannel length
decreasing down to L =12 mm, the thrust efficiency increases, though the thrust cost changes
insignificant. Under following anode moving down to the cut, the model thrust performances
sharply decrease.
The second peculiarity of the SPT with short length discharge chamber (Lc <14mm)
operation is its high sensitivity to the anode position alignment relatively the acceleration
channel cut and the magnetic system poles pieces plane. SPT with short chamber performances
decreasing under inexact anode position accompanied with the channel walls ion erosion zone
distortion round its perimeter. This effect indirectly demonstrate the acceleration layer
structure deformation, caused by the azimuthal ununiformity of the working medium injection or
by the great inalignment of the anode position. In the model with short discharge chamber this
effect leads to increasing of: the discharge current, the discharge circuit oscillations level, to the
ions velocity azimuthal part; to the specific impulse decreasing and to the accelerator efficiency
decreasing on a whole. Analogously effects took place and in the accelerators with anode layer
[1,2].
During the investigations connected with the possibility of the accelerator performance
by the account of more optimal working medium injection into the acceleration
channel, the possibility of forming the electric field equipotentiales structure with low ions
losses at the channel walls by the account of the magnetic force line capacity parameter
variation was assumed [3]. Analyse of the possible injection methods and construction variants
of its realisation showed, that injection along the thruster axis, either on the intermediate
surface or along the channel walls (fig. ) were found perspective. But during the
experiments, in the frames of the measurements accuracy, we did not notice significant influence
of the working medium injection method to the thrust performances.

Sincreasing

2. THE LOCAL MEASUREMENTS RESULTS

3
I,

The special investigations, including local plasma parameters measurements as inside
acceleration channel as on its exit were performed. The measurements inside the discharge
chamber were done with the help of the plate electrostatic probes, the sensitivity surfaces of
which were parallel to the external wall of the acceleration channel, in the cross section,
located in 8,10,12 and 16 mm from the channel cut. The energy spectra and total current of
the jet ions were define at the accelerator exit. The scheme of probe locations is shown in
fig.3. The results processing was done with the help of the ordinary methods [4].
In order to compare the obtained results, the measurements were hold under operation
regime constant parameters: discharge potential Ud=160V and Xe flow rate into anode
mA =2.3mg/s. In order to decrease the measurement-method error of the obtained results,
measurement of the ion current in the beam was performed with the same probe; during the
local plasma parameters measurements inside the channel, disks of the probes sensitive plates
were manufactured at the same press forms; the ions energetic spectra in the beam was defined
with the help of the 3-electrode probe, position of which relatively the thruster cut off was
constant during the experiments.
Plasma potential distribution dependence D(z) (fig.4) demonstrates the great difference
in its changing character in the nearanode zone. If for M-70 the extensive section with low
potential gradient location in the cross sections Z =12...25 mm is typical, for M-70K there are
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neareanode zone with longitudinal electric field intensity Ez < 0 is realised. In this case plasma
potential in the M-70K nearanoder zone more than in M-70 on the value -kTe/e. (Q(Z)
distribution (fig.4) also demonstrate that the acceleration layer narrow down in the model with
short chamber, where the section of the main potential drop is located in the cross section
z =0...8 mm. In the M-70 such potential drop took place under z =12mm.
Analyse of the local parameters distribution shows, that in M-70K ionisation has greater
intensity, than in M-70 model Its demonstrate the great )(z) gradient and the greater values of the plasma concentration ne in the M-70 channel (fig.4) and the increased ion current density on
the wall Ji,w in the nearanode zone. The greater ionisation speed caused by the Te increasing
up to 12eV in the M-70K channel in comparison with Te -8eV in M-70 (fig.4). The great
electrons heating in the M-70K channel may be connected with the greater values of E, in the
acceleration layer.
The investigations of the ion beams output parameters on M-70 and M-70K models show,
that discharge current increasing in M-70K is defined by the integral beam ions current increasing.
The obtained distribution along the jet radius of the ion current density Jiz axis part for both
models are given in fig.5. The calculated total ion current beam difference correlates
satisfactionary with the discharge current increasing.
The ions energetic spectra, measured in the beams in M-70 and M-70K are given in
fig.6. They are practically identical.

3. THE RESULTS DISCUSSION
The obtained results analyse permits to explain the following peculiarities of the operation
process in the SPT model with short discharge chamber:
* the specific impulse Isp increasing in M-70K is defined only by total beam current increasing,
because the average ions energy for both models are practically equal and its value - 0,9Ud;
* zone of intensive ionisation and ion beam formation in M-70K is displaced to the channel cut,
i.e., if in M-70 the ions energy distribution maximum approximately corresponds to the
plasma potential 4 -150V in area z =8mm, in M-70K the plasma potential in examined point
isC -165V;
* In the SPT M-70K we are not able to increase the share of the recuperated electron energy
by increasing the average ions velocity in the beam.
The results of the integral characteristics measurements shows, as it was pointed
above, that if the length of the acceleration channel is decreased down to Lc =12mm,
the accelerator thrust efficiency is increased. If we move anode to the cut, the model thrust
characteristics will decrease greatly. Such character of changing in the operation regime can be
analysed with the help of efficiency calculation equation:

P2
2 ri

A

I

UdJd

where P - thrust, Jd - discharge current. Introducing the flow rate in current units J

-=m
M

(where e - electron's charge, M - Xe ion mass) and specific impulse Is =
as:

P
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takes into account the losses, connected with the beam

divergence, with the ion dispersion on energies, with the incomplete working.medium atoms
ionisation and with the discharge potential share unusing; parameter Jd takes into account the
discharge current increasing, connected with "through coming" electron current and ions
multychargeness.
Taking into account (2), and neglecting the second smallness order, the dependence for
thrust efficiency can be written as:

Arin

= ATlT(Jd)+AA

(I sp),

(3)

where
ArlT(Jd) = (I

3

AJd,

A1T(Isp) = JdAlp.

In this dependence Arl(Jd) defines the thrust efficiency changing, caused by the discharge
current changing, and Ar1(I1sp) - by the specific impulse variation.

Jd and Ip dependence on the acceleration channel length, which are given in fig.7,
show, that if the anode is displaced to the cut, the specific impulse losses are decreased (-l
is increased). It is especially noticeable under the low discharge potentials, so, for Ud =160V
parameter 1p increases from 0.41 (L =25mm) up to 0.53 (L =12mm), which is corresponds to
the thrust efficiency increasing on -6%. The following anode displacement to the cut and
channel length decreasing (Lc <12mm) leads to the discharge current parameter
Jd

Swhich

decreasing, which may be connected with the discharge potential <Ud > oscillations increasing.
we were not able to suppress by the optimal magnetic field controlling.
The total current of the ion beam in the M-70K increasing can be explained by two
factors: at first - by the working medium atoms using coefficient increasing, on the account of
the electrons ionisation capability increasing, at second - by the so-called ions "output sector"
increasing, on the account of the acceleration layer narrowing down.
Basing on the obtained dependencies D(z), it is possible to make the approximate
estimation of the "output sector" increasing. If we suppose the acceleration and ionisation layer
boundary as the cross section with Ez=0, the "output sector" geometrical increasing for
M-70K will be -15%, when the discharge current increasing is not more than 7%, i.e. the main
factor of the beam total ion current increasing is ion "output sector" increasing.
The important feature of the discharge modification in the accelerator during the anode
to the cut, is the acceleration channel ion erosion width decreasing.

Smoving
II
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Analyse of the experimental data shows, that one of the possible reason of the SPT
model with short discharge chamber (L <12mm) performances decreasing may be azimuthal
nonuniformity of the ExB layer and working medium atom injection structure. So, if the channel
length is L <14mm, the wall erosion distribution on the azimuth has clear wave-type
character. In this case period of hills has good correlation with the periodicity of holes in the
anode-gas-distributor. The distance between these holes in the examine model is great enough
(-10mm) and inspite of deflectors using, if anode was moved to the cut, the neutrals
concentration along azimuth on the boundary of ionisation and acceleration layers evidently
was nonuniform. In this case plasma density becomes nonuniform, and as the result of that
the azimuthal electric field is appeared:

V Pe
eE,ne

(4)

Superposition of longitudinal and cross electric fields under its acting with magnetic
field curved the trajectory of the azimuthal electrons drift and acceleration layer structure, which
one can see in the erosion character.
In order to analyse the electric field distribution in the acceleration channel in the frames
of the incollision model of the 2-component ideal plasma basing on the Ohm law, it is
possible to receive the following dependence for the axis component of the electric field
intensity [5]:
E

z=

jiBr

VPe

ene

ene

(
(5)

where B, - radial component of the magnetic field induction; Pe - electrons pressure; j, - density
of the azimuthal electrons current; ne - electrons concentration.
From (5) it is follows that electric field formation is defined mainly by the gradient of
the electrons pressure and azimuthal electrons drift. In this case, as one can see from
[5,6],
for models with great magnetic field gradient along the channel length dBr /dz, the main
influence to the plasma potential distribution in the nearanode zone the gradient of the electrons
pressure is. Because of it, in the space between anode and acceleration zone potential
maximum and ENA <0 are.
As a reason of the fact, that electric field in the nearanode zone ENA #0, and discharge
current moving realised mainly by the electron component, it is possible to write the dependence
for the discharge current density as [7]:

Jd = eD Vne + epneE z

(6)

where Di and p..- respectively diffusion coefficient and coefficient of the electrons mobility

across the magnetic field.
Acceleration channel length decreasing, which take place in the case of the anode moving,
must leads to the increasing of the electrons pressure gradient dPe /dz because the characteristical

size of the nearanode zone LNA--dZ decreases. In this case according to (5) module of the
electric field intensity in the nearanode zone increased ENA <0.
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The value of the discharge current, as it follows from (6). at the first approximation must
be at the same level. So, the diffusion component of the electron flow increasing, as a result of
the electrons concentration gradient increasing dne /dz, will be compensate by the flow drift
component increasing as a result of the electric field intensity ENA increasing, than:

SJd(LNA)

3

(7)

- const

Because signs of intensity of the electric field, appearing by the account of the
electrons pressure and azimuthal current, are opposite, the boundary between nearanode zone
and acceleration zone (Ez -0) in this case must displace to the area of the greater magnetic fields
down to the acceleration channel cut. In the other words, zone of the main potential drop
E- >0 will narrow down. Ionisation and acceleration layer narrowing down will be the cause of
the electric field intensity increasing and, respectively of more intensive electron heating.
Lets examine the discharge current transference processes at the boundary between
nearanode zone and acceleration zone, where the ion flows, directed to the thruster exit are
forming. In the separation zone the potential maximum and E, -0 are realised, which define the
great ion flow divergence [8,9]. Dependence for the discharge current (6) at the boundary
between nearanode zone and acceleration zone, in this case will be the following:

Jd = eD LVn,

(8)

In [5] it have been shown, that (8) is approximately fulfilled if we calculate the
electrons diffusion coefficient according to Bohm:

DB =-

3

where ue = N/SkT e / ntme -thermal electron velocity; coe=eBr/me - cyclotron frequency of
the electron tvisting.
Transformed the diffusion coefficient (9), the condition (7) at the boundary between
nearanode zone and acceleration zone can be written as:

-8
Jd = 3ne
37t

3

I

(9)
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dz

--------

const

(10)

From (10) it is following that in order to save the discharge current density jd at
the previous level, the increasing of the concentration gradient and electrons temperature
must be compensate by the magnetic field induction increasing in the separation zone. It will
take place if it move to the acceleration channel cut to the area with greater magnetic field.
Distribution of the plasma local parameters, which have been obtained, confirm this fact.
So. the developed theoretical models of the physical processes permits qualitatively
to explain the anode position or acceleration channel length influence to the plasma local
parameters distribution and operation processes organisation in the thruster. It demonstrate
the possibility of the electric field distribution and ion flow process formation controlling in the

SPT nearanode zone.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

I

3
So, the results of the performed works permitted to make the following conclusions:
* SPT can have stable operation if the acceleration channel length is decreased down to thi
values, equal to the channel length Lc -be, without thrust performance decreasing;
* in order to achieve the high thrust performance and stable operation regime of the SPT mode3
with short acceleration channel, it is necessary to secure the high azimuthal uniformity ol
the working medium injection, in this case the requests to the accuracy of the anode position is
increased;
* in the examined range of the acceleration channel length and discharge parameters we diA
not notice any influence to the thrust performances of the working medium injection method
in the SPT model of tradition scheme.
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